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ABSTRACT 

 
Strategic noise maps are usually produced for large scale areas, cities, agglomerations, etc. 
Some objects, mainly industrial plants, are too small to be given proper importance on such 
noise maps, but nevertheless they present a disturbance for nearby population. There is a 
demand for better insight in such problems which take place on small spatial scale. The 
methods used for industry noise in strategic noise mapping, such as ISO 8297 method, are 
neglecting some important issues, like source directivity problems, have limited scope of 
application, and do not give good results in areas close to the noise source. This paper 
suggests methodology of measurements, preparation of input data, and modeling, adjusted to 
deal with shortcomings in noise mapping of industrial plants. Reverse engineering, as a 
correlation between measurement results and a noise map, and a critical process for obtaining 
good results in a noise map, is emphasized in this paper. Assessment of quality improvement, 
if any, obtained by this procedure is made through comparison of results from different 
methods of noise mapping. Application of small scale noise mapping of industrial plants in 
environmental impact assessment, industry noise prediction, protection of noise exposed 
population etc, is given in examples from practice. 
 



 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

 
Strategic noise maps are usually produced for large areas, such as cities with more than 100 
000 inhabitants, agglomerations, or even countries. On a large scale, industry plants can be 
considered as point or small area sources, with emission that is average of all it’s sources 
emission, and no directivity. That is the general idea of ISO 8297 standard. Roughly the same 
can be said when industry plants are far enough from residential areas. From such 
perspective, in most cases there is no need to model industry sources in detail, because what 
you get in form of result improvement is negligible compared to the resources invested. But 
on a small scale, for example, in a small city, or when industry plants are located near 
residential areas, what can be neglected on a large scale can not be neglected now because it 
can make a significant difference in the final result. If industry sources are not modeled 
precise enough in such cases, there is a strong possibility that the resulting noise map will be 
unsatisfactory, and imprecise. So, it is necessary to put more effort in measurement and 
modeling process, in order to obtain realistic representation of industrial plant in question, 
and to properly asses it’s impact on nearby population. 

 

 
Figure 1: From a distant perspective, marked industry plant looks roughly like a blurred spot of noise, 
but if looked closer, there are separate groups of noise sources, and the way they are modeled directly 

afflicts how the dwellings in the bottom left corner are afflicted 
 
 

2. ISO 8297 
 

The method of measurement and calculation of sound power levels for industry plants 
convenient for strategic noise mapping is ISO 8297. What this standard suggests, in short, is: 
encircle the plant with measurement positions and measure sound pressure levels; represent 
the plant as an area source with sound power level calculated from average sound pressure 
level averaged over all measurement positions. When you deal with multisource industry 
plant, that is very convenient procedure because by averaging all the sources there is no need 
to deal with every source separately. On a large scale, such approach works good, because if 
you are distanced enough from a plant, you can approximate it with a point source or small 
area source, with emission that is equal to all it’s sources averaged. It is simple but effective 
method, but it has limited scope of application. It is only applicable to the “industrial plants in 
which the largest horizontal dimension of the plant area lies between 16 and approximately 
320 m” [1], and it requires the industry plant to be roughly rectangular. Furthermore, 
background noise is a problem, because most of industrial plants do not have uniform 
distribution of noise sources along its area, and while you can get good measurements of 
noise sources at some measurement positions, the other measurement positions further away 



 

from the sources itself can be more afflicted with background noise than with the noise 
caused by industry plant. So, as a result you get background noise included in average sound 
pressure level over all measurement positions and imprecise calculated sound power levels. 
Finally, by representing industrial plant with an area noise source, you ignore all possible 
problems deriving from directivity, and on a small scale, source directivity can make a 
difference between clean and problematic situation regarding population noise exposure. ISO 
8297 approach needs to be somewhat altered to address abovementioned issues, in order to 
produce a satisfactory strategic noise map. 
 

 
Figure 2: the first picture shows industry noise map produced using ISO 8297 method, and the second 
one using reverse engineering process; the third image illustrates the difference between the noise map 

on the first picture, and the noise map produced using ISO 8297 method; by modeling source 
directivity and not using average sound power level for all sources the quality of the model is 

improved [2] 
 
 

3. REVERSE ENGINEERING 
 
In order to get a good small scale model of industry plant, it is necessary to collect 
information on significant noise sources and their directivity with as detailed set of 
measurements as possible. If there are no measurements available, databases containing 
information on machine and industry noise can be used. A model of industrial plant including 
terrain, obstacles, ground absorption, and metrology is made. Measurement positions are 
inserted in such model at exact locations where they are measured. Next and the most 
important step is modeling of industry noise sources. Industry noise sources are modeled 
using area, line and point sources. Area sources are used mainly to represent sources on 
facades, such as doors, fans etc., and areas on which people or machines that don’t have fixed 
position are working. Large machines are modeled as boxes of appropriate size with all sides 
emitting noise. Line sources are used to represent steam pipes, assembly lines, and sometimes 
moving sources. Point sources represent small noise sources, machines, vents etc. After 
positioning, spectrum and directivity are assigned to each source. When all the data is 
implemented in the model, calculation of emission is being made to define source emission 
levels. After the first calculation is made, the differences between measured and calculated 
noise levels are assessed in order to identify and correct errors in the model. After correcting 
the model, the second calculation of emission is made, and the whole procedure is repeated 
until the differences between calculated and measured noise levels are satisfactory. Reverse 
engineering is rather simple to use, but powerful tool used to determine emission of noise 
sources in the model using field noise measurements.  
 
 
 



 

4. APPLICATION OF SMALL SCALE NOISE MAPPING 
 
Except in strategic noise mapping of urban areas, small scale noise mapping of industrial 
plants can find its application in cases where industrial plants are in vicinity of residential 
areas. There is often a need to determine its influence on the population, and to predict if the 
methods of population protection from the excess noise will be efficient. Furthermore, it is a 
useful tool for environmental case studies to predict noise from industry plant that is to be 
built. Finally, this kind of approach to noise mapping is not limited only on industrial plants, 
it can find it’s application wherever more detailed approach than usual is necessary.  

 

 
Figure 3: noise prediction of a waste disposal site project, and its influence on a nearby village  

 
 

5. CONCLUSION 
 

The usual methods used in industry noise mapping, such as ISO 8297, are satisfactory on a 
large spatial scale, but can be insufficient on a smaller scale, where more detailed approach is 
needed. In such cases that methods are to be adapted or replaced in order to satisfy the 
requirements of the problem in question. Reverse engineering is presented as one possibility 
to deal with increased requirements of small scale noise mapping. Application of small scale 
noise mapping of industrial plants modeled using reverse engineering method is given in form 
of examples from practice and is compared to ISO 8297, to show that improvement is 
obtained with application of different modeling method. 
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